KVM Cat5 Console Extender (Max. Resolution 1280 x 1024)

**MODEL CODE** | **TYPE**
--- | ---
EKU222C BK | PS/2 Console - USB / PS/2 PC
EUC222 | USB Console - USB / PS/2 PC

- USB / VGA Cables Included

The KVM Extender consists of a Console Unit and a Remote Unit that enables you to locate a keyboard/monitor/mouse setup up to 150M away from a computer or KVM switch using Cat5 UTP/STP. The KVM Extender is designed to enable the user at the console unit to control a local PC and the Remote PC. The Remote unit also features console ports to control the Remote PC locally.

**FEATURES**
- Remotely locates the keyboard, mouse and monitor up to 150M from a computer
- Max Resolution 1024x768@150M, 1280x1024@100m
- USB-Ready and PS/2 compatible using optional cables for flexible choice
- Video compensation can be adjusted by hotkey to ensure the optimum signal quality for any length of cable within the limit
- Allows two users to share a single computer both in local and remote areas
- Allows one console to manage two computers locally and remotely
- Beeps confirmation for control when Keyboard or Mouse is used which locks the 2nd console to eliminate interference
- Compatible with XGA, VGA and SVGA

**OPTIONAL PS/2 CABLES** | **LENGTH**
--- | ---
KNVP-1 | 1.8M
KNVP-3 | 3M
KNVP-6 | 6M

**Professional KVM Cat5 Console Extender (Max. Resolution 1920 x 1200)**

**MODEL CODE** | **TYPE**
--- | ---
EXC2022C | USB Console - USB or PS/2 PC

- USB / VGA cables included

The Professional KVM Extender consists of a Console Unit and a Remote Unit which enable you to locate a keyboard/monitor/mouse setup up to 200M away from a computer or KVM switch using Cat5/5e/6 UTP/STP achieving resolutions of UXGA1600x1200, WUXGA 1920x1200. The KVM Extender is designed to enable the user at the console unit to control a local PC and the Remote PC. The Remote unit also features console ports to control the Remote PC locally.

**FEATURES**
- Remotely locate the keyboard, mouse and monitor up to 200M away from a computer with the maximum resolution of UXGA 1600 x 1200, WUXGA 1920 x 1200
- USB-Ready and PS/2 compatible using optional cables for flexible choice
- USB console Ports, Compatible with USB hub
- Surge protection built in
- Equalizer (sharpness) / gain (brightness) adjustment via hotkeys for optimal video quality
- RGB adjustment via hotkeys for the best video quality
- Synchronize the video resolution between the attached computers via hotkeys
- Allows one console to manage two computers locally and remotely
- Beeps confirmation for control when Keyboard or mouse is used which locks the 2nd console to eliminate interference
- Compatible with WUXGA, UXGA, XGA, VGA, SVGA

**OPTIONAL PS/2 CABLES** | **LENGTH**
--- | ---
KNWP-1 | 1.8M
KNWP-3 | 3M
KNWP-6 | 6M